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Sea ice drift and area flux
in the Fram Strait from SAR data
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Rationale

Ice-ocean modelling and forecasting

* Fram Strait is the key area for observing
sea ice fluxes from the Arctic Ocean - important for monitoring sea ice budget on seasonal and interannual scales
* Sea ice models need to be validated regarding ice drift, good data sets on ice drift
are required by the sea ice modelling community
* Assimilation of ice drift data is needed in
operational ice forecasting models
* Demonstrate use of ENVISAT ASAR wideswath images in ice drift monitoring

SAR-derived ice drift vectors
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Data sources for ice drift

* Scatterometer (Quikscat) and passive microwave (SMMI and AMSR-E) satellite data are used
to estimate large-scale ice drift in the whole
Arctic from October to May
* Buoy data from the International Arctic Buoy
Program provide in situ ice drift year-round from
areas where ice buoys are located
* Drifting ice stations provide ice drift data from
the high Arctic
* Satellite SAR data can provide year round data
for ice drift retrieval and validate the AMSRE
Aretriavals provided by Ifremer

The Fram Strait model is a coupled ice-ocean model with 3.5 km resolution nested into the TOPAZ
system under Marine Core services in MyOcean. The concentration from the model is validated
by AMSRE-derived ice conentration and ice drift is validated by satellite retrievals using AMSRE

Global Arctic sea ice drift vectors
from passive microwave data

data from Ifremer and SAR data (http://topaz.nersc.no/Knut/IceForecast/FramStrait/).

Ice drift profiles across the Fram Strait
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The SAR ice drift vectors have been obtained continuously from February 2004 to present
at typical 3-day intervals. The graphs above show the mean southward ice drift in February for each year (left) and the mean summer and winter profiles (right). There is very little
data in the Marginal Ice Zone, typically east of 0 meridian.
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The SAR ice drift vectors are calculated by recognising the same features in
consecutive images and interpolated to 20 km resolution along 79 N. The
vectors are also compared with vectors derived from AMSRE AND MODIS
data. MODIS and other optical data can be used when there are cloudfree
conditions. This example is from two ENVISAT SAR image with vectors from
02 - 04 April 2009.

Ice area flux calculation

Example of ice displacement data from AMSRE data using 2-day interval (02 04 April 2009) provided by Ifremer. These data are compared with SAR derived ice drift vectors in the Fram Strait.

Comparison with buoy drift

Ice drift from AMSRE and MODIS

1: Retrieve ice drift from SAR every 3 days, using both automatic algorithm and manual control.
Extract and interpolate ice drift vectors along 79 N, and use the N-S component (left). 2: Retrieve
ice concentration from AMSRE data and extract the profile across the strait along 79 N (centre).
3: Multiply velocity with concentration to get area flux per time step (right).

Monthly and annual flux 2004-2009
A series of SAR-based ice drift vectors from 26 November to 25 December 2007 are
compared with the drift of the Tara expedition, showing very good agreement . Red
is SAR drift and blue is the Tara drift (http://arctic.taraexpeditions.org/

Validation of the Fram Strait model

This example shows AMSRE vectors in the Fram Strait (black arrovs) from 02
to 04 April 2009 and MODIS-derived vectors (white arrows) from 02 to 04
April. In this case there is very good agreement between all the ice drift
vectors. In other cases there is difference between the data products, or
there is no ice drift data available.

Conclusions:
* Ice drift in the Fram Strait can be retrieved from passive microwave data, AVHRR, MODIS and SAR data. There is general good
agreement between the different data sets in the high Arctic.
* In the Fram Strait, there can be significant differences between
the different ice drift products. SAR can provide year round ice
drift data, supplementing the AMSRE retrievals obtained from
October to May.
* Ice drift data combined with ice concentration profiles can be
used to estimate ice area flux across 79 N. From 2004 to 2008
there was in each year an increase in area flux. In 2009 this flux
started to decrease.
* Satellite-drived ice concentration and ice drift, and assimilation
of these data in TOPAZ is done as part of MyOcean and the
Arctic Marine Forecasting Center operated by NERSC.

The Fram Strait ice-ocean model provides ice drift through the Fram Strait and
this drift is used to estimate the ice area flux. This figure compares ice area flux
from the model with obsvered ice flux from the SAR data, using the same spatial
and temporal resolution

The monthly mean ice area fluxes have a clear maximum in winter and minimum in
summer, with large interannual variability. From 2004 to 2008 the annual area fluxe
has increased each year, while from 2009 it has stareted to decrease.
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